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They SHINE At what tables do best:

handling lists of items with many 
(numerical) attributes.

 PROGRAMMING HAS 
3 basic PARTS:

lOGIC

LABElLING
(Referencing)

DATA
REPRESENTATION

SPREADSHEETS have unique visual 
solutions for these 2 parts.

Spreadsheets use 
coordinates for labelling

the labelling is fixed but 
you get it for free.

AND they're an accessible way 
to program visually.

They're MUCH LESS OPAQUE & forgiving 
THAN Text-only programming

These labels are comments: 
for you, not for the program

THEY REMAIN A FANTASTIC WAY
TO MANIPULATE NUMBERS.

SPREADSHEETS weRE 
THE original killer app.

YOUR DATA IS ALWAYS 
visible, always 

SOMEWHERE

and use spatial arrangement
for data representation.

The genius was in leveraging the visual 
layout humans need as the data structure.



THE LOGIC, though, is still HIDDEN & 
separate in a formula bar

for many casual tasks, tables & formulas 
can be a a clunky overformalization

 the immediacy of a calculator 
with the flexibility of  a piece of paper. 

2+3=5

Soulver is a brilliant mac & iOS 
program to do just that.

It is line-based & can handle words
 mixed casually with numbers.

i use it all the time: 
It is flexible & immediate.

live Currency conversion is my killer feature.

But it doesn't have a web version!
THERE's a web app called instacalc

around a similar idea...

input output

It's interface isn't fancy or intensive
so it could be easily ported.

THE BROWSER IS A NATURAL HOME 
FOR a soulver-like program:

it could be easily priced:
free to use, charge to store.

The cloud is a natural place for 
documents:
     for portability, backup & sharing.

But while it has plenty of geeky features, 
it is clunky, complex & ugly. 

What you want

the cliche work of a lone programmer.

most of the symbolic & syntactic 
complexity was crammed here, 

out of sight.

2 interconnected panes.



anyWAY, I see the web gap as 
a big untapped opportunity

I'm calling my current explorations

I want to suggest running some numbers on a 
napkin or the back of an envelope.

DATA

LABEL

RESULT

there are 3 basic cells in nAPkin:
A data cell holds your data input.

IT appears on its own, 
enclosing what you type as you type it. 

despite cells, Napkin's ground metaphor is
a text editor, not a spreadsheet. You'll see...

user input,
always editable

A LABEL cell holds names for data.

It's a variable declaration
(or, later, variable reference).

numbers can be
mixed with words

IT can go anywhere around
data, but usually not the 

right side.

user has to insert & place it

Think of it as just a name tag you attach
to keep a handle on data.

always white

always orange

Excel & Soulver first got 
me thinking seriously about 

spreadsheets & number 
manipulation.

but I've ended up
somewhere quite Weird!

LIKE automatic parentheses.



let's begin by typing 2 in a blank canvas...

cursor is pink
for emphasis

Automatically it is
enclosed by a white 

data cell

As soon as we enter an operation...

to exit the data cell
just use 

the right arrow ->

We get the result in a blue result cell.

the data cell
expands 

automatically

we can treat an existing data cell 
simply as 

an automatic parenthesis.

A parenthesis that
displays intermediate 

results!

data cells won't be confused if you
throw them some words too...

A RESULT cell gives the result of the 
operations described in the data

It appears automatically as soon as there's 
something to calculate.

automatic,
never editableIt usually goes right of data:

Think of it as the output
what things turn into ->.

always Blue

though it won't 
do you much 

good...



when it gets interesting is when you
tag data cells with labels...

now things are neater & you can refer 
back to the original values.

some more variations:

as with spreadsheets, the point is for the 
layout to help BOTH you & the computer 

understand.

ve
r
t
ic

a
l
l
y

...or horizontally

each data cell in a list can have
 its own label

lists can be operated on: They get interesting when 
fed to functions

You can stack data cells into a list



Functions are the last kind of cell

always GREEN

in general with napkin you end up 
making tiny calculating machines

a famous programming language for kids
 made out of visual blocks.

like a label it Goes anywhere,
but usually not RIGHT of data

think of a function as eating in data
and spitting out results.

there are many predefined functions, 
but Consider this simple napkin:

You want the width for a given height, 
according to the common 16/9 proportion.

you want to input
many different heights

to get out
widths

it's easy enough to repeat the cells
when you want a new answer...

(you could just play with values but 
suppose you want to compare 

many answers.)

But consider the magic ? function:

It lets you create new functions!

It's a little like Scratch

A statement becomes 
a "function definition"

"function 
calls"



now A real-life demo!

parentheses are necessary 
so that dates aren't confused 

with currency

Calculator

SPREADSHEET

Pen & paper

dATABASE

NAPKIN!

To review, Napkin is meant for
 casual number manipulation

It is far from 
databases.

What napkin excels at is at
 thinking with numbers, visually 

for example, the 2004 enlargement of the 
EU was its largest in terms of territory, 

states & population

Pre-existing
members New

members

first, pen & paper

IN EXCEL

IN SOULVER

And IN napkin!



backbars work
magically on

lists

Let's compare the EU with NAFTA and
what a similar expansion would be like...

mexico

US
+

Canada 

(All stats from 
now on are from 

2004)

how about the increase in 
the size of the economy?

the increase in population  of 
adding Mexico to US+canada 

would be quite bigger...

now the EU 
increase would be 

slightly bigger

but perhaps this is the clearest way to 
compare the magnitude of the difference:

1.79 
times!

Let's find 
how big an 
increase in 

population it 
was:



That's it!

 It's  all still just a dream,

only running on my head... 

and yours now! 

Thanks for
reading :)

Tell me what you think!

eli@elzr.com

Made with and 


